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Global Exchange Client Satisfaction 

Survey Results 
A detailed look at time savings clients have experienced as a result of using the 

Global Exchange service and product, and overall client satisfaction. * 

 24% of survey respondents indicated that they save 4-7 hours a week on entry voucher 

information/check creation. 

 33% of survey respondents indicated that 1-3 employees have been redirected to other tasks 

after using Global Exchange. 

 When asked how much time is saved on payment initiation to vendors, 59% said 30 minutes to 3 

hours per week. 

How much time per week do you save on entry of 

voucher information/check creation as 

compared to your system before using Global? 

How much time per week do you save on record 

keeping/reporting as compared to your system 

before using Global? 

How much time per week do you save on payment 

initiation to vendors as compared to your system 

before using Global? 

How much time per week do you save on 

communication with vendors related to bank 

inquiries before using Global? 
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What are the major differences working with Global Exchange (GE) vs. your 

previous provider? 

“We no longer have to enter the foreign debit notes in our Elite System” 

“GE already has the banking information for most international vendors vs. us trying to retrieve 

that information from the vendors ourselves.” 

“GE enters and selects invoices for payment.  Customer Service is always available and 

continues to help make our FX process as efficient as possible.” 

“Most significant is input of invoice data by Global Exchange; huge time saver.  Access to 

customer service is more direct and responsiveness is better.” 

“GE handles nearly all data entry of invoices.” 

“The check-processing was done in house prior to GE.” 

“1.Automation; 2. User-Friendly; 3. Excellent Customer Service; 4. Continuous Improvements” 

“Ease of navigation on the website.” 

“The time saved in setting up the wires with the bank is the major difference, seconded by the 

process of manually wiring each invoice.” 

“The number one major difference in working with GE is that we no longer have to spend time 

recording an exchange gain or loss.  We also spend much less time entering foreign invoices 

manually.  Our volume has increased significantly so import features help tremendously.” 

 

 “It’s not every day you find service 

organizations willing to truly partner with you.  I 

view GE as an extension of our accounting 

department.  Very happy doing business with 

Global.” 

“Expectations have been exceeded.  Significant 

productivity improvement for our firm.  High 

degree of accuracy from Global Exchange.  Easy-

to-use web portal with access to relevant data. 

Global Exchange has always been willing to 

adapt their workflow to our requirements.” 

“The team is great!  We get terrific customer 

service.  Responsiveness to inquiries is provided 

very quickly.  Handling the data entry allows us 

to process more invoices than before.” 

 “GE is very quick to respond and process our 

invoices.  They do a very good job investigating 

inquiries about missing wires to our vendor.  

They also do a very good job catching duplicate 

payments which we submit.” 

“The GE website is very customer friendly, easy 

to navigate and use.  The employees are also 

very helpful, professional, and pleasant to work 

with.  My overall experience with GE has been 

wonderful.” 

 

*Results represent a cross-section of client responses 

Describe your overall GE experience in 2-3 sentences. * 


